Crago-Schneider: United States not free of Jew hatred

By Chris Jorgensen
@iowastatedaily.com

The year is 1985, and a team of five game developers worked for nearly two years to create Super Mario Bros, a video game that would go on to become not only the best-selling video game of the year, but also the best-selling game until the mid-1990s. According to its website, the Game Development Club at Iowa State aims to promote the video game industry and to provide opportunities for students to be involved in the creation of games. Much like the world of film, the video game industry is one of constant change and revolution, with new technologies and innovations still at play about the legitimacy of the profession.

GAME 93

Iowans lobby for Leopold funding

By Brandon Ghazali
@iowastatedaily.com

Hundreds of Iowans, many of them farmers, crowded into the State Capitol Building in Des Moines Monday to lobby in favor of continued funding for the Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture at Iowa State University.

According to its website, the Leopold Center was created to identify and develop innovations to farm profitably. To efforts also include research on conserving natural resources as well as reducing negative environmental and social impacts. An agricultural budget bill recently introduced by the Iowa Legislature would effectively end operations at the Leopold Center and result in a lack of funding for its efforts.

“Iowans from around the state packed the Supreme Court Chambers to ask members of the budget subcommittee to reconsider their proposed plan during a public hearing at the Capitol Building. “On behalf of the family farmers of the Iowa Farmers Union, I urge you to restore funding to the Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture,” said Aaron Lehman, president of the Iowa Farmers Union and a fifth-generation farmer on his family’s farm in northern Polk County.

“The elimination of the [Leopold] Center would be a devastating blow to the work of family farmers in Iowa to be good stewards of our land and water,” he said.

Lehman called the budget sub-committee’s plan “shortsighted” and said that Iowa farmers used innovations to continue in the future.

“It’s really disheartening,” Lehman said, “and it’s huge blow to family farmers.”

Mark Peterson, a family farmer from Stanton, praised the Leopold Center for its research in fields like sustainable farming, among other research topics.
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POLOCE BLOTTER
April 14
Daniel Ams Panghegan Lauo, 19, of 275 Fendall Ave Unit 5, Ames, Iowa, was cited for driving under suspension at Broad Road and Osborn Drive at 203 a.m.

An individual reported the theft of a catalytic converter at Midway Hall at 11:32 p.m.

An individual reported the theft of a wallet at M 326 William4 Hall at 9:57 p.m.

An individual reported damaging a wall at Sunset Park at 5:58 p.m.

An individual reported the theft of a bicycle at Secspeed Hall at 7:45 p.m.

An individual reported the theft of a wallet at Midway Hall at 9:57 p.m.

April 15
An individual reported the theft of a catalytic converter at Midway Hall at 11:32 p.m.

Timothy Be Dille, 25, of 627 20th St, Ames, Iowa, was arrested and charged with operating while intoxicated, turning from the wrong street, and proper license and registration.

STANDING THE TEST OF TIME

NIKE DARR

Standing the Test of Time

Bird. I went my Hat, Black’s Lilac Plastic Purse, Splat the Cat, the and, one of Aspey’s Fabulous, The Green, and the Ant, the $4 advance, $5 door.

CAST

Future Alumni Network (FAN) member Thursday 18:48 Sporta Plays hold box free, box a member.

Join online at school of office if at the Gold Room.

Gold Star training for fac- tory and staff, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., at the Gold Room.

All grants will be awarded to those who come to the event. More information at iowastatedaily.com.

Workshop: Building No. 100 room 101 Budgets: 13:00 to 2:30 p.m., at the Gold Room.

An introduction to NIH grant writing, 1 to 2:30 p.m., for faculty and staff.

At least 45 minutes during each presentation will be allocated to questions from the audience.

Retirement reception: John Schmoker, 2:15 to 3:15 p.m., at 386A Heady Hall.

The Department of economics John Schmoker is retiring.

A short program will begin at 3 p.m.

All events and descriptions courtesy of the Iowa State University.

CEO series continues

By Kyle Heim

Lance Fritz, chairman, and CEO of Union Pacific, will be on campus Tuesday to speak about “Connecting People, Creating a Better Future Using Informational Tools”

The event will take place from 9:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. in 1180 Gold Business Building.

Faculty and students. At least 45 minutes during each presentation will be allocated to questions from the audience.

More information can be found on the Iowa State events website.

Digital content

COACHING TIPS

The Iowa State Daily will give away limited edition coaches and support our coaches about their upcoming coaching. To submit a connection, please contact the editor at 515-294-5688 or via email at editor@iowastatedaily.com.

Ohio State Daily

Send your tips or questions about your team, coaches, or other issues to yournews.com.

CHALLENGE OF THUNDERSTORMS

Weather forecasted by the American Meteorological Society.
Students ‘wreak hammock’ at Iowa State

By Katlyn Campbell
@iowastatedaily.com

Come April, when green leaves start covering the campus, it’s inevitable that hammocks start hanging from a rooftop space, or a treetop above. Thirty-two hammocks filled the lawns of Central Campus at 5:30 p.m. Monday as the sun shone through a mostly cloudless sky. Among those hammockers was a slight woman with straight brown hair, named Megan Koppenhafer, The Green Umbrella co-president, who said that the hammocks are a way for students to ask questions to the keynotes speakers, and to make a priority to connect and put themselves out there.

The imagery of the Iowa State campus was a “hanging” favorite for Hayes when determining to attend Iowa State. For most hammockers, the goal of relaxing outside in the fresh air and sun is more at attractive than napping in their dorms or apartments. Megan Koppenhafer, The Green Umbrella co-president, who said when hammocking, students need to take more consideration of the diameter of the trees they plan to hang on up. You definitely want to make sure that you’re hanging on trees or branches, they need to be at least 8 feet or more. Koppenhafer said. Pamphlets with hammock guidelines were handed out to students interested in protecting the trees from the stress of the straps and string. Carpet squares were handed out to students interested in protecting the trees from the straps of the hammocks.

“Texas has a ton of them,” Hayes said. “We always try to raise awareness and put trees in the forefront.” For most hammockers, the idea of relaxing outside in the fresh air and sun is more attractive than napping in their dorms or apartments. Megan Koppenhafer, The Green Umbrella co-president, who said when hammocking, students need to take more consideration of the diameter of the trees they plan to hang on up. You definitely want to make sure that you’re hanging on trees or branches, they need to be at least 8 feet or more. Koppenhafer said. Pamphlets with hammock guidelines were handed out to students interested in protecting the trees from the stress of the straps and string. Carpet squares were handed out to students interested in protecting the trees from the straps of the hammocks.

“Iowa State's campus tree in more than 13,000 trees on campus, with many of them over 100 years old. In 2016, Iowa State was designated as a Tree Campus USA for effectively managing campus trees, developing connectivity with the community beyond campus borders, and striving to engage students with learning opportunities related to campus trees. Part of our campus forest, if you will, is that we care about our natural environment. We have such a beautiful place on Central Campus for people to enjoy.”

“Part of the experience comes in the form of the campfires, which take place twice a semester in the Iowa State University Development Club. Development Club. Development Club.“

For most hammockers, the idea of relaxing outside in the fresh air and sun is more attractive than napping in their dorms or apartments. Megan Koppenhafer, The Green Umbrella co-president, who said when hammocking, students need to take more consideration of the diameter of the trees they plan to hang on up. You definitely want to make sure that you’re hanging on trees or branches, they need to be at least 8 feet or more. Koppenhafer said. Pamphlets with hammock guidelines were handed out to students interested in protecting the trees from the stress of the straps and string. Carpet squares were handed out to students interested in protecting the trees from the straps of the hammocks.
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A mistake in the making?
Lincoln Way ‘road diet’ too ambitious, too experimental
By Alex Felker
Iowanadaily.com

As a lifelong resident of Ames, I strongly support the concept of sustainable development. However, I believe that the proposed road diet for Lincoln Way is too ambitious.

The road diet, which involves converting one lane to bike lanes and sidewalks, has been met with criticism by some citizens who believe it will negatively impact traffic flow.

While the intention is to reduce traffic congestion and improve safety, the proposed changes could potentially cause more problems in the long run.

Improving traffic flow is important, but it should be done in a way that considers the needs of all road users, including cyclists and pedestrians.

I encourage the city to carefully evaluate the potential impacts of the road diet before implementing it on a larger scale.
Nick Voke earns record-tying victory

By Tara Larson
@iowastatedaily.com

Senior Nick Voke shot a 207 (68-67-72) to win the Hawkeye Invitational in Iowa City last weekend.

The Iowa State men’s golf team ended the second day of competition at the Hawkeye Invitational in Iowa City on Sunday, finishing fourth out of 15 teams with an 855 (293-284-278). The Cyclones will travel to Iowa City on Tuesday to take on the Hawkeyes.

"I couldn't believe it, it was something that put me in the back nine of the leaderboard," Voke said. "I knew I was playing strong from my finish in the previous tournament. It was frustrating for some of us to not be in contention, but I was feeling good. I'm just happy to get it done, and I think that's it."

The Hawkeyes are currently leading the 2016-17 Cy-Hawk series. This series began in 2004 and the two teams compete in every spring sports event and academics.

"It is nice to have this record," Keohane said. "It was something that put me on the back nine of the leaderboard last season, and the Cyclones are a rival for the school but part of a long-standing tradition known as the Iowa Cen- Cy-Hawk series. This series began in 2004 and the two schools compete in every spring sports event and academics.

"I really don't care who we play, "Trachsel said. "I care more about bringing it to focus on maintaining a good little adversity and tempo motivation for Big 12 Championship."
Tips for a healthy brain

By Amanda Wymore
AlohaCartoons.com

Iowa State University’s Alzheimer’s Foundation of America chapter will host an event from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Wednesday in the Memorial Union with memory tours and discussions about Alzheimer’s disease.

There are several ways to maintain a healthy lifestyle, especially in regard to the brain. The following seven things have been shown to enhance brain function:

1. GET PLENTY OF SLEEP

Sleep is necessary for learning and allows the brain to repair itself from the stress of daily life. The average adult needs at least eight hours of sleep every night.

Research from University of Chicago has shown that sleep-deprived individuals have a shorter attention span, impaired memory, longer reaction times and reduced performance on tasks. Sleep deprivation also weakens stress hormone responses.

2. IN MODERATION

Positive and affirming movies, television and video games in moderation are certainly not damaging. Unfortunately, in our high-tech society, this type of entertainment is quickly taking the place of more healthy activities such as exercise, time with family or reading a book.

In excess, video media can have a detrimental effect on brain function. Exposure to violent scenes can reduce the brain’s ability to distinguish between safe and dangerous images.

3. CREATE REGULARLY

Most of us know that regular exercising benefits our body. But did you know that it increases our weight, increases our strength and stamina and improves our mood?

Making the right diet choices can also decrease a person’s risk to develop Alzheimer’s disease, later in life.

4. GOOD EATING HABITS

Brain cells communicate through the electrical signals, produced by an ion solution, which surround the cells and move around from amino acids within the cells. For your brain to function optimally, it requires sufficient levels of glucose, electrolytes and amino acids. Deficiencies in any of these vital nutrients can lead to cognitive confusion, forgetfulness, lack of attention and mood swings.

5. SUBSTANCES

Alcohol and drug use are significant problems on most college campuses, surveys show. The National Institute on Drug Abuse and Alcoholism state that the average male college student consumes 8.4 alcoholic beverages per week, while females consume 3.6 drinks per week. This highly destructive effect of alcohol and drugs on the brain cannot be un-
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Crago-Schneider pointed out that high-ranking members of the American military knew there was a problem with relations between troops and refugees and sought to improve the situation. However, any progress done by education of troops could be undone just as easily, Crago-Schneider said. When the American troops met with refugees, they saw them as uncivilized people and everything they had been taught was undone,” Crago-Schneider said. The talk was given to a nearly full audience in the Great Hall. Anna Vymetal, freshman in recreation, was surprised to learn how Jews were actually treated by American soldiers.

“I was always taught in history class that the allies had saved people from the concentration camps and were the heroes,” Vymetal said. “Never was I told about the mistreatment that went on after the war ended.” Jeremy Best, assistant professor of history, usually reached out to schedule the talk.

“I think it’s important to have an expert come out here and really connect students and the community with the expertise that exists on the subject,” Best said. Crago-Schneider ended the presentation by reminding the audience that American policy and personnel were not always effective during the immediate post-World War II period.